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7. The castle 
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Chapter 1. The proposal 

It was five years ago, today, that it came to me from a voice 

that I was to be wed. The voice was in the air and confessed 

his commitment and love before me, before the world and 

said, “I do”. His promise was sacred to me and I took it to 

heart. He was cunning in his motives. It was only one week 

later he was engaged to someone else. Before long he was 

married to her and boasted “ha, now I have two wives” by 

trickery. “Lisa, you are my adulteress, you love me, if you tell 

anyone they’ll say we are having an affair”. “No Michael”, I 

said “the greatest and most important thing is love”. So, he 

accepted it. Our talk ended for the day and I consulted the 

theorist – “what do you make of my love?” “It seems you 

have a love for trouble. But how can you undo the knot that 

binds you. On one hand you are in love and on the other 

hand you have been betrayed. Let’s see which lasts longer, 

love or betrayal.” 

Chapter 2. Commitment 

“Come with me to my castle my love and call for me and I will 

come to you” he said. So, I went in my prettiest of dresses 

and there was a lady at the door and said, “he won’t come to 

you” and refused to give a reason. So, I left disappointed. 

“What do you make of that theorist?” she asked, and the 

theorist responded, “try asking for his hand once more, is it 

yours?” “It is yours forever he said, we are one”. So, I baked 

him a cake and while I was cooking he said, “no, I don’t want 

a cake, make me a flan, Fruit” “Very funny, Michael. I’m fruit, 

now am I?” “Just make it for me please Lisa – let me taste 

your motherhood”.  So, I made for him a fruit flan with 
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custard and fruit, but berries weren’t in season, what could I 

have done? So, I used frozen fruit, but it dribbled down like 

strawberry jam down the centre of my flan to the edges and 

made it look less appealing than if it were fresh strawberries. 

“What will I do, will I take it, he wants it today”, …feeling 

pressured I took it in. I left it with the girl at the door. He 

tasted it later that day but then yelled at me “why did you 

make me a mess?! Do you know who I am, I’m friends with a 

great chef and you were supposed to be gifted, this was your 

chance. What good is a wife if she can’t bake!” I was in tears, 

but you know what theorist, that’s not the worst, the worst 

was a man, that calls himself the manager called me the next 

day and exclaimed “how dare you make an extravagant mess 

for Michael, especially when you are poor and should save 

your money for your own food, don’t bring expensive 

presents again!” and then he hung up the phone on me. “I 

felt three classes lower, theorist.” “Yes, you are but only if 

you make yourself lower than a stranger. Do you think 

because they are rich they can enter the kingdom?” and I 

remembered their castle and thought yes. 

Chapter 3. Friendship 

We met in the ever glades, under the shade of large over 

hanging branches and near the fountain and the flower bed. 

With a group, I saw my love and we talked. We held each 

other and every moment was special. There are hundreds of 

moments we would spend in each other’s arms. I made 

friends with his friends and it became my hobby to see them 

as well. But after the turning events of my fruit flan disaster, 

they too turned on me. What happened to my friends? Now 

when I saw them they asked me to leave the castle. “But I’m 
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here to see my love” I said to them, “we’re involved”. But 

they said, “Michael has a beautiful wife and you’re not really 

married to him”, so without getting into an argument I 

walked sadly away. I felt one more class lower, not only was I 

not rich enough I was told I wasn’t beautiful enough for 

Michael’s promise to be true. “Then I went home and looked 

in the mirror, theorist. And then I thought “Do I look like his 

promise can’t be true? Can looks change the value of 

words?” “It might be that you have no support to be my 

wife” Michael said. How I heard his voice was in the air – 

wherever I was Michael could hear and would talk to me, it 

may be fictional, but this how we spoke in this story, so I’ll 

continue. “Theorist, is beauty in the eye of the beholder and 

if it is do they hold my husband because they have something 

I haven’t got? What if I had something they didn’t have, 

would it make their value less real”. So, the other wife and I 

decided to share him and be friends. 

Chapter 4. A new name 

“Take a new name, my love, no longer will you be Lisa, but 

you will be Isa Michael.” So, Isa wrote it in public her new 

name and they contacted her at once. ” We’re the guardians” 

and said “we are the keepers of the Michael’s and we 

command you to remove your new name and change it back 

to who we know you as. So, I did, I became Lisa again and I 

felt so much pain, I cut off my hair. “Your locks!!!” Michael 

said, “and now you have curls”. “I can’t believe you let 

someone take away your locks” and he was sad. “So, you did 

change who you are for them, did you?” “Don’t you know 

Michael loves you the way you are?” “I do, and I am besotted 

with feelings for him but not sure if he returns them for me, 
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will he give me a child?” “For God so loved the world he gave 

his only son, is that what you would give?” the theorist said. 

“I would give him a son, yes”. So I went back to the castle and 

called up sad calls to the window, his friend came down and 

said “Lisa he’s not really your husband, now run along 

sweetheart, we don’t even know why you come here for” 

and I was sad because it was at this time I wanted to tell my 

love of a longing for a child, but it was actually at this time his 

other wife gave birth to two sons instead and the class that I 

was put in was again lower. In fact, I pose it that the more I 

loved him, the lower I became in their speech and 

description. 

Chapter 5. The misery 

“Theorist I was led into misery, maybe if you marry two wives 

you hate one wife and love the other, but I was sure I was 

the one he loved, it was in his embrace that I felt it all those 

times that I mentioned before”. So, I left at a sad request 

whereby Michael gave up on his friends and family in 

understanding and wanting support for our relationship. 

Michael became the voice in the air again and said, “don’t 

worry Lisa, you are my princess, your golden locks will grow 

back and one day this won’t hurt anymore”. And it didn’t. 
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8. Pixies and friends 

a. The trouble with elves 

 

Once, a short time ago, there lived a girl, in Ireland, who was 
troubled with elves. It was half her luck that this elf came 
along, maybe it was pot luck – there was definitely no pot of 
gold at the end of this rainbow! But this is about the young 
girl and her troubles. 

Now if this was a pixie maybe I could understand but if 
you’ve ever met an elf, you’ll understand they are creepy 
little fellows. 

“Oh pixies, 

My pixies, 

I once met a pixie, 

She was as lovely to greet as she was to meet! 

Pixies, my dear pixies, sweet, sweet, sweet.” 
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It all started when the elf was born, she was cradled amongst 
siblings of 5, in the Eyre McGee cottage that lived nearby. 

“I will write of their song and how they cried, 

When they heard a weep of Toby McGee their dog. 

Catch him, and play with him 

And keep him to yourself.” 

That’s what she would hum, 

This little green elf. 

 

“Ouch” echoed my mumbling lips as the giant dog bounced 
and barked. “Ouch” as he squarked and wimpered and 
hollowed. 

 

So, they came in their storm, “No don’t you say that to my 
dog, please?” 

 

That’s when all the trouble began. Bunny came along and 
propped her ears up in the corner to hear, those laughing, 
staring children, were elves that we feared! 

Bunny gave a hip hop and a tap on my shoulder – lent over to 
kiss on my nose as I’d hold her. “Now don’t you fear my little 
dear bugs” and Hilda hopped off after a few more hugs. 
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The trouble with this crowd is they had their pants in a knot. 
They heard me and Hilda and said, “don’t you come near us 
lot!” 

They shouted and pouted, then danced and giggled, they 
lifted their skirts, blew raspberries and wiggled!!! 

Me and Hilda were shocked, we ran down the street, only to 
find the first elf that we’d meet. 

Yes, it was the second young elf where the trouble got worse. 
Little, Rosie McGee, hitched a ride by herself. She sat on our 
shoulder and chanted all day “you’re not who you say you 
are, you must go away!” 

“Shhh, will you be quiet, just calm down for a minute, I’m not 
really frightened, I’m just getting into it. Now Rosie McGee, 
with your eyes green and gay, don’t say you’re a friend and 
then come out all this way!” 

And as quiet as a bee, she listened and took a spell, for a 
moment she forgot herself and into my arms she fell. “Now 
wait just a second, I’m not a little bayyy-beee. I’m cute little, 
hippety hoppity, Rosie McGee. With one word I can stop you 
wherever you are” and then she began and went too far. 

When we would hop – she would shout, when we would 
stomp she would be loud. When Hilda hitched up her pants, 
she would laugh and say “Ha, her pants were down!!!” 

Red, pink and blue, we were embarrassed and fleed and 
along came Flip Flop, my little Chi Chi. 

“Now what is all this fuss, woof, woof, woof, woof?” and he 
shrugged, sort of confused. “I answered Flipflop, how do I 
woof like you?” 
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He bit me on the toe and then nudged me to the window, so 
I picked up the elf, and her eyes began to glow – “No little elf, 
you are gay, it’s true, so it’s time to go home, to your cottage 
with you!” 

And that was the last I heard of little Rosie McGee, if she was 
ever a pixie, maybe Hilda would bounce back to me. 

 

The end. 
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b. The finger-trap 

This is a story of a young terrorist who was blown all the way 

back to China. 

The story began where she peeking behind the curtains and 

heard echoes of laughter from a nearby window and said to 

herself, “I know what I’ll do, I’ll make a target of that ocean. 

Let me draw back my bow and pierce the centre of that 

ocean. Her waves will no longer make a sound breaking over 

me.” And she said, “this is target practice because all young 

terrorists need to practice”. 

Her father overhead and said, “if I hear you make a sound, 

you too will be broken, by my ushering to stop”. Her brother 

interrupted and said, “she is to my whims if she is to stop for 

yours and if I hear the ocean I will call out for my sister as 

well” and they all stood astonished. Young Theresa, being 

one to bite the hand that feeds her wanting to be tested, 

replied, “see my beauty isn’t it one that I should take the 

glances from the view ocean, and my columns, don’t they 

glide open for any man of statue, that I may make a fool out 

of both of you.” 

Then she began to test the world around to her causing 

nuisance and provoking, “who will stop the sound of the 

ocean so that my own sound can drown it?” and they replied, 

“we will for enchantment.” So, she offered it freely, knowing 

she could win. 

Then one day, looking upon her bare kitchen window she 

said “this space is so sparse, I shall put this precious plant I 

found at Maria’s Flower Shop, here upon show to remind the 
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ocean that my view is better. And shaking her finger rudely, 

she pointed at the window, boating and spraying the window 

with jerk-ish accusations. 

At a moment, caught off guard she was started by the rude 

plant, nabbing her on the finger, to which she screamed out 

“I’ve got my finger stuck!”. Her sister looked up and perched 

over the counter to see and said, “I knew you and your rude 

finger would get caught!”. Her brother heard the scream and 

came running in saying “Holy split!” and her father looked in 

and yelled as she tried to remove it “try it sideways, stupid”. 

She pulled it out and then stormed outside to wear little 

Flipflop was playing in the yard, blowing daffodils, till one 

breezed past her nose causing her to wail with humongous 

sneezes. And this is the story of how one tiny ozzy, blew a 

terrorist back to China. 

The end. 
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9. Church 

a. Story of my life 
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I. There was light... 

II. Forget me nots 

III. A dramatic anti-climax 

IV. Is that schizophrenia? – How come we can hear it? 

Why don’t we like it? 

V. The zombie that never sleeps 

VI. What kinda evil? 

VII. The truth will set you free 

VIII. For coughing out loud 

IX. Is this my day for a miracle? 

X. Recommendations 
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I. There was light... in the beginning of my story. 

I have a delightful and humours story to tell of 

my burdens I’ve picked up but can’t seemed to 

get rid of.  

 

In the beginning I was a bright child who did well 

at school when I was 12 and 13. I socialised 

happily with my friends and acted was cool. 

When I was 15 I went on to study electronics in  

Canberra and later came back to Sydney to live 

with my uncle and family. I remember nice 

memories of celebrating Christmas and having 

BBQ swim lunches at this nice lady’s place, we’ll 

call her lady P. 

 

Yes indeed it was pleasant and I had harmony. 

Lady P is what she should have stayed as part of 

my past not my present. Lady P for petticoat. 

 

II. Forget me nots 

“Forgive me my mistakes, 

Forgive me for my mind, 

Forget your own mistakes 

And forget your own name.” 
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These are the words that stand out to me as I 

was always apologizing one year for someone 

else’s forgotten marbles. Yes, later I went on to 

work for that nice lady and she turned out to be 

a half maniac. 

She had a diary which she’d write down 

everything she’d need to do and then she’d 

come in and ask me why I hadn’t done it yet? 

Every morning. 

When she lost her diary, she came to me and 

asked ‘what haven’t I done yet? Had I forgotten?’ 

III. A dramatic anti-climax 

 

Lady Petticoat was such a pest, she turned up hot one 

day then told me it was my fault. I snorted and she said it 

must be drugs. 

 

This was the concept behind her bizarre behaviour – 

when I said that I wasn’t interested in 60+ (or of the 

same type), she insisted at once that I go directly to jail 

and I better make a run for it. There was even talk that 

she wanted to go through my pot plants. – I wasn’t 

worried though, I didn’t have any. 
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It was by far the most confusing thing someone had to 

set me that I almost snapped myself in half trying to work 

it out. 

 

IV. Is that schizophrenia? – How come we can hear it? 

Why don’t we like it? 

It wasn’t long before the blame was once again 

put on me and they put me on medicine for 

schizophrenia. “But, that’s not schizophrenia, 

Lisa” everyone keeps saying. “Besides we don’t 

like talking to it. 

It was a riddle to me too, why they’d pin prick me 

with medicine I liked, that ironically made me 

write more after they’d just gotten over 

complaining that they didn’t like me complaining. 

Now I have enough creative words to write a 

short novel. 

V. The zombie that never sleeps 

 

Yes, at night I’m kept awake with the notion of a 

zombie that won’t be quiet that has the 

unfortunate habit of touching too much. 

 

Have you ever heard that a zombie can’t die? 

Well this is the type of zombie that gets a bop on 

the head and keeps boppin’. 
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VI. What kinda evil? 

There’s all different types of evil you know – but 

what kind of evil is it if its a bible school teacher 

that perpetually offers eternal pestilence? 

It’s not likely the type of evil that you’d accuse 

Lady Petticoat of doing, but since she shares the 

message that Jesus saves and that Lisa’s not to 

be welcome anywhere – I call it evil. In fact it has 

me scratching my head going “uhh... what kinda 

evil?” 

VII. The truth will set you free 

 

“Woes are the reason 

These are things I’m leaving 

I carry them behind 

I’m never one for meaning” 

 

Telling the truth was a great idea, I got to tell 

everyone my thoughts and they supported me 

with encouragement. I call them green tops. For 

a long time they what made me smile. 

 

VIII. For coughing out loud 
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The red tops made my eyes water though – red 

like the colour of my eyes after seeing them too 

much. 

Them, with all their coughing and spluttering, 

they choked on every word I said. 

Things got better though, I got support for living 

through the concept of schizophrenia and they 

were finally sort of quiet. From there was able to 

look for work, market my business and went on 

to find all different types of work; which was a 

blessing in itself. What followed was some nice 

opportunities. 
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X. Is this my day for a miracle? 

 

I’m praying for a miracle. I’m praying that Lady 

Petticoat will forget I exist. But I think I’m still 

written in her diary somewhere or maybe on the 

computer. Check on that one?  

 

Anyway this time I have a plan, I’m going to 

confront her at every apex and intersection till 

they get frightened of me doing good and leave 

me alone. 

 

This is my first short novel – a testimony of 

nuisance. Of course it’s all fictitious, well at least 

5% of it is so that it’s not boring. 

 

XI. Recommendations 

Please don’t harass me with my own jokes, that’s 

not funny. 

Thank you for reading. 

I hope you found it weird and will pass it on. 

The end. 
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b. The fool and the wise man 

 

There as once a fool and a wise man, 

And the wise man said, “There is no God, I’m a free man”, 

And the wise man said, “I have freewill, I can live then”, 

So, the fool said, “See I can push him away”, 

And the wise man said, “but you’ll probably fall astray”, 

And the fool said, “I will live my own will”, 

And the wise man said “I have freewill to continue…” 

And the fool stopped him and said, “You know you can’t 

survive my wrath”, 

And the wise man said “I can avoid all fires, but your wrath 

will backfire” 

And the fool said, “I will hurt freely, just to laugh”, 
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And the wise man said, “I will laugh when you are no longer 

free”. 
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c. Spoilt 

One held out her hand then spoiled my food, 

With all things tasteless 

That caused my stomach to overflow with rejection, 

“Eat whatever I say” she said. 

Then many copied in threats 

So, I said many times “Eat your own words” 

Until they all did. 

But overtime I forgot and they tried again 

“You are not as good as us, 

So, eat whatever we say” they said. 

So, I marked my words, 

Picked up my quill 

As though it was my sword 

And wrote: 

“Eat my words then.” 
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10. Cute and pretend 

a. Hinky Pinky 

In a big world, in a small town, lived a small boy named 
Hinky Pinky. 

He was called that because he had a speech disorder 
and said ‘hhh’ a lot and was often left embarrassed. 

One afternoon, his mumma sent him off to the store to 
collect some dessert for after dinner. 

So he took his Woolworths bag and went on his way. 

Along the path, he sang “Hippety hoo har, hippety 
hay...”. “Hey you there, what’s all that hoo har?” a voice 
called out. It was a neighbour along the way to the 
store. “Oh its you Hinky Pinky, what have you got to say 
for yourself?”  

“h h h... hey” *sneeze*. 

“Oh, you have hey fever! Hahaha” the man said. Hinky 
Pinky laughed and kept walking. 

Then he saw Noddy near the park. “Hey Hotty” he said. 
“Umm, I’m not gay” the boy replied sensitively. 
“Humble, humble, humble” Hinky Pinky tried to 
grumble, while turning pink. 

He kept walking. 

Then he approached a small snail on the path, he picked 
it up and in his head he heard a voice: “Now Hinky, 
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Pinky, remember what hhheaven said ‘All creatures 
great and small’”. “Help you out mate” Hinky whispered 
and perched him on a leaf on the grass out of harm’s 
way. 

He then reached Woolworths and walked through the 
great glass doors. 

He purchased some pudding and custard and paid for it. 
“Here’s your h h h hash, Stupid” the checkout chick said 
laughing at him, as she handed him his change. “Make 
sure you give everyone a surprise and put it in the 
pudding!” So Hinky Pinky hurried home. 

After tea, he zapped the pudding in the microwave and 
then used his change. “Here’s your hash pudding, 
Mumma and Poppa.” Boy, were they surprised.  

“Oh Hinky Pinky, whatever that is it sounds delicious but 
no more Hinky Pinky, please” while they giggled softly 
to themselves.  

Hinky Pinky was the only one who didn’t get it. 

The end. 
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b. The acorn 

There was once an acorn, who sat unto himself and plagued 

the world that he knew the tallest tree in the world. And he 

would lie in the breadth of its wings and in its shade where 

he’d keep safe and dry. And the daisy would say I know that 

tree too but what I love is the sun that shines bright and the 

wind that moves my soul. 

And the acorn ridiculed him. 

But the wind blew the daisy’s petals away and its pollen 

scattered across the valley bed. 

Daisies and daffodils rose up and coloured as far as the eye 

can see. Meanwhile, the little acorn grew into a very large 

tree and rooted himself next to the big old oak tree. 

“See now I’m a tall tree, like the biggest tree in the forest”, 

he gloated. 

But then the daisies and the daffodils said “we have coloured 

the valley in multitudes though, we have numbers. We 

believe in the sun and the wind, it’s the life that shines on us 

and the spirit that moves us.” 

Then the tree then grew envious and said, “I’m king of the 

multitudes then, do as I say!”. 

So, the daisies said if you are king of the multitudes uproot 

yourself and throw yourself into the sea”. So, the tree tried, 

but failed to move. So, then gardener said, “You know if you 

had faith as big as this mustard seed, you could do it.” But 

then the wind blew and carried the mustard seed away.  
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c. The Block Prehistoric 

There was once a boy who was the son of a carpenter (it 

could have been Jesus except Jesus didn’t have any sons) and 

a mother who was the host of ‘the Block Prehistoric’. 

The son said to his parents, “father, where will I live when I’m 

older?” The father replied you will use the skills we have 

given you to find a place and give it an ‘Extreme Makeover’. 

So, the boy went to his father’s shed and took his tools and 

said, “I’m going to find me a Real ‘Fixer Upper!’.  

The father said, “Just use your imagination and create with 

your own ‘Hidden Potential’. 

So, he went to the store and said, “What kinda ‘design can I 

build on a dime’?” and the ‘Property Brothers said, this shop 

was made to ‘Flip or Flop’. Now run along and find your own 

‘Hometime’.” 

So, the boy, getting older, used his imagination and 

experience as a ‘Rehab Addict’ to build something new and 

exciting. 

He started out, gathering ice from the ground, forming it into 

blocks, stacking on each other and smoothing it out to be a 

shiny, round, concaved half sphere and then he moved into it 

said this will be my new reality. 

Then when the blizzard came in Winter, he was the only 

‘Survivor’. And this was the first story of the fictional 

prehistoric eskimo. 

The end. 
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d. Parrots 

There was once a mother who had a daughter, to him she 

would walk with and confide in at the age of 7. They were a 

pair of talking parrots. Their chirping would be held in every 

street, walking to get here and there because they were 

poor. And the mother who was gentle as doves, was the 

subject of inhumane prejudice because she was cast out 

because of her unemployed spouse. But her lips were cast 

down and began to speak hate. Her heart grew painful like a 

salted wound and her words began to betray everyone, even 

her spouse. Her daughter, who was a good listener held her 

breath and demanded the hatred end. “Speak love not hate, 

love your enemies, be good to your children” she demanded! 

But her words were not heard and fell to the ground ignored. 

So, she silenced her lips and said, “no more!” For 5 years 

then, she remained silent, determined to not be the victim of 

a victim.  

Now her mother still with betrayal on her mind, said “no 

longer will you speak to the world, until you know the same 

pain. You uncaring child!” And at the age of 12, the daughter 

was lost for words, to whom would she speak? Was the 

whole world in support of her mother, who was very 

persuasive for seeking support? “Yes, they are” said the 

wind, “and you will only talk to me”. So, she did. They talked 

for hours because she loved to talk, she talked even when 

she had no reply. “whooshhh” would go the wind “whoosh, 

what will you say today?”. “I have an idea today, today I will 

talk to sun, because I’m appealed to its brightly shining 

warmth.” “No, you will not talk to the sun or you will know 

what happiness is and your mother never did.” “Then I will 
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talk to the moon.”  “No, you will not talk to the moon, or you 

will fall in love and experience something your mother never 

wants you to feel.” “I will talk to the stars” she said proudly 

with her new idea. “Why, are you a celebrity? Nooo, you will 

not talk to the stars, you will talk only to me.” So, the 

daughter, ran over to the onion patch and said, “Petunias will 

you talk to me?” “No, we won’t talk to you, but you’re a 

petunia too you know, go play by yourself.” 

So, the daughter, said “if I cannot talk I will write” and she 

wrote letter to the world to introduce herself, and everybody 

listened. 

The end. 
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11. Mental as anything 

a. The cold-hearted psychiatrist and her 

accomplice caseworker. 

“You are undecided” she said. 

“You are a mixture of irony and paradox, that I call a 

syndrome. 

There are no contradictions to your arguments, there are 

only impolite interjections that you insipidly impose, so, as 

your classified with a disorder. 

There is such a thing as rape, but it only happens on strange 

occasions where, in your case you have forgotten to care, 

out of your intelligence for other people. 

Perhaps if you were more sensitive you would know how to 

look for opportunities - or perhaps those opportunities 

would look for you. 

If you know someone who talks to you about this, let us 

know. We don’t however believe you do. 

Think carefully about those you trust because you can often 

be out of your depth. I am pointing this out what is wise for 

you to comprehend. So, you can trust us.” 

Then the case worker spoke up “We intend to follow up on 

your problems, we think in this situation there might not 

ever have been a rape, but we accept you say so and say 

what it is, that is rape to you.” 

Then they split their skirts, lent over and peeled their busts 

and sarcastically said “Now you get it!” hahaha! 
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b. The fiery quill 

The uniquely original and ordinarily authentic writer drew 

out his fiery quill. 

And with his quill he began to write a spell. 

Now ordinarily if you catch a weaver trying to web a spell, 

You might say “we’ve caught you”. 

But this time since you are in the web, 

You might say it is I, who have caught you! 

So, the fiery writer in his gaze, 

Worked upon his listener and said, 

“Do you believe in magic?” and they said, “we do”. 

“Then the ink in my quill will outline my existence and I will 

explain your spell.” 

 “The spell is your actions where you tried to bind me, 

For the spell to be unbroken, you must believe in something 

greater than yourselves.” 

“But what is more, greater than our power?” they said. 

“Well your silliness is, you silly duffers, I don’t believe in 

magic at all.” 
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12. Poetry in action 

a. The soldier 

 

Dear David was a soldier, 

In armies, he’d always win. 

He was mighty in his body 

And battled with his kin. 
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He was the strongest of his brothers, 

Though he was tiny to begin. 

“Oh David” Lisa would say, 

“You are tiny, it is true” 

And she would tease him over and over 

Till his cheeks were red 

And his heart was blue. 

“Oh Lisa, why do you tease me,  

You know I love you dear” 

And she blushed and said “I love you” 

And teased him for a tear. 

“Just remember, it is not the fact I win, 

That makes you want to tease, 
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It is because you like to boast too loud, 

And you’re really small within.” 
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b. Miss Martha 

Dibble Dee Dibble Dee Dee 

Miss Martha was the mother of three. 

“Miss Marthar, you duffer, 

Oh, how you used to be the brightest to see”. 

“Miss Martha, so unclever, 

How will your dim light ever again be?” 

Then Miss Martha thought… 

Dibble Dee Dibble Dee Dee 

She sat them beside her, in a story tell chair to remind her,  

“Oh, how can I ever be much kinder?” 

Then at once she bellowed, 

Dibble Dee Dibble Dee Dee 

“Children come listen, …to my frightful tales to tell… 

To wail and to darken your spark, 

That has well and truly overcome meeee!” 

Then along crept beside her, the nastiest of spiders! 

“Oh, at last, someone nastier than me!!! 

 

Then little Rose Lee, piped up: 
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“Mother, could that be???” 

 

Giggle Dee Giggle, Oh gee!!! 
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c. The red rose 

The rose lay still in a glass, perched upon my sill 

Near where my pillows lay, 

Till one breath of air pushed gently on the petals and 

as 

Their fragile being holds onto the stem, 

Its pointy thorns scraped the delicate leaves as they 

fell, 

Drifting gently across my pillow, 

Till a greater breath spilt the glass and the water and 

stem 

Fell, down, piecing the petals. 

As they lay, their colours beginning to seep off their 

delicate 

Skin, staining the surface of my pillows, 

And sheets, that were a silvery white, untouched. 

The stains left red, green and pink 

Watery marks as the colours left the leaves, 

Much like the markings of tiger lilies, 

And the giver of such rose sang sadness to me. 

I grasped at the silvery sheets and clenched 
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The stained blankets with a sad burden of unbelief 

and prayed, 

‘Where these petals fell, 

May I read new stories of love and believe again.’ 
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The end. 
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